[Functional and structural study of the prokaryotic enhancer-like element VV16 from vaccinia virus genome].
An enhancer-like element VV16 from Vaccinia virus genome DNA was obtained by using the plasmid with CAT reporter gene. Sequence analysis showed the element of 112 bp is a part of the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase, polyA polymerase and DNA polymerase (RPO30 gene). It contains 4 AT-rich regions. Detection of beta-galactosidase activity showed that VV16 in the positive direction can increase the activity 9.0 times and VV16 in the negative direction can increase 4.1 times. The RNA dot blotting confirmed the enhancing activity of the element are on the transcription level. DNA deletion experiment indicated the sequences of 10 bp at the 5' end and 12 bp at the 3' end in the element are important to its function and the sequence from nt76 to nt82 is essential to its activity.